
STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURE
R-codes and materials available here

Step 0. Load the package in R

Step 1. Data visualization

Step 2. Prepare the dataset

Step 3. Create the model

Step 4. Inspect the model

Step 5. Plot the networks

Step 6. Examine full invariance across the waves

Step 7. Examine partial invariance (see QR code)

0. Instal and load "psychonetrics" and other useful packages such as "ggplot2" ,"qgraph".
1.  Visualizing data separately for each burst to have a first idea of the temporal fluctuations and variability
 

2.1 Data must be prepared in LONG format (each row indicates one person at one time point)
2.2 Select a subdataset with WAVE as grouping variable (1=first wave; 2= second wave)
2.3 Order the grouping variable

3.1 Choose the model: we selected the ml_ts_lgvar model, a multi-level Lag-1 dynamic latent variable model
(dlvm1) that sets both the within and the between latent variance as “ggm”. 
3.1 Choose the estimator: we opted for FIML as we included for each wave cases with up to 80% of missing values
at the respondent level.

4.1  Examine fit indices: The obtained good indices.       (7140)=13171.03; TLI=.90; CFI=.90; RMSEA=.051
4.2 Examine model parameters (and their significance): we look at three matrices: beta (temporal dynamics, A in
Figure); omega_zeta_within (contemporaneous within-person dynamics, B in Figure); omega_zeta_between
(between-person structure, C in Figure).

5.1 Estimate the networks for the three matrices
5.2 Plot the networks separately for each wave (Figure)

Presence of coherence (MILPC)
Presence of purpose (MILPP)
Presence of mattering (MILPM)
Search of coherence (MILSP)
Search of purpose (MILSP)
Search of mattering (MILSM)

SMILE - Situational Meaning in Life Evaluation
(Zambelli & Tagliabue, 2022) 

Likert scale 1-7. Six items:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

6.1  For each of the networks, estimate a model in which all the parameters
are constrained to be equal across waves (e.g. equal_beta), and a model in
which parameters are free to vary (e.g. free_model).
6.2 Then, the free and the equal models' fit indices are compared.
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AIMS

DATA ANALYSIS

529 Italian emerging and young adults. WAVE 1 (N=328, 62%); WAVE 2 (N=347, 66%)
Age 18-37 years (M=25.45; SD=4.04). 69.7% females. 43.4% students. 34.4% single

METHODS

Model within-subjects (both contemporaneous and temporal) and
between-subject (stable individual differences) dynamics of the
meaning-making process collected with a measurement burst
design (MBD, two 14-day bursts) 

The present work aim is to apply Network Psychometric to examine
the stability of temporal dynamics of the meaning-making process
across two different COVID-19 pandemic phases. Specifically, we
tested the applicability of the recently introduced PSYCHONETRICS
framework (Epskamp, 2020) to:

1.

    2. Examine the temporal stability (or instability) of the process'
cccdynamics by  directly comparing the two burst in terms of both 
 cccwithin  and between parameters' invariance.

A step-by-step procedure to apply psychonetrics to MBDs is provided.

Measures

"Today, I think I have goals
for my life that push me to
move forward during the
pandemic" 

Measurement Burst Design 

IMPS Annual Meeting, July 11th – 15th 2022, Bologna (IT)

A free and open source R package (http://psychonetrics.org/) developed by the psychonetrics lab at the University of Amsterdam (head:
Sasha Epskamp) in 2019. It allows to combine the exploratory search of the Gaussian Network Modeling with the Confirmatory testing of the
SEM framework, by introducing fit indices, parameter significance and multi-group models. 

Figure. Networks freely estimated across the two waves. 
A1 (temporal network wave 1), B1 (contemporaneous network wave 1), C1 (between-network wave 1)
A2 (temporal network wave 2), B2 (contemporaneous network wave 2), C2 (between-network wave 2)
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A1. B1. C1.

A2. B2. C2.

Conclusions
- Psychonetrics is a promising tool to investigate within and between process
dynamics and also to compare dynamics across groups.

Limitations/computational problems
-We encountered some warning about reliability of solutions due to non efficient
optimizers (see the QR code)
-How to deal with data non-independence due to repeated measurements?
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MEANING IN LIFE INDICATORS 
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